Greetings Beloved Family of the ‘I AM’ Presence. I have been asked to come forward today
to give you a brief Discourse that aligns to the Call for additional Dear Souls to assist in the
‘Following Through’ for the continued Expansion and Development for the Elemental
Grace Alliance Divine Plan. So, I Come to You Beloved Hearts, in the fullness of the Light
of your Own Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence. You have been Greatly Privileged, as some of the
Dear One’s here will come to Know, by your earnest Calls, the Great Initiator The Lord
Maitreya is also very drawn to you.
I wish you to realize for your continued encouragement and strength, that it takes more
than an ordinary Outpouring of Divine Love, earnestness, sincerity, and determination to
draw the Attention and Power of the Great Initiator. Never, since the mid to end 1930’s,
in the outer world has that been done before! Only within the Retreats was it ever done,
for those who had been prepared. They were held wholly free from contact with the outer
world for months, sometimes years, before this Great Presence Attention was even drawn.
As Saint Germain’s Work is the Activity required for the Earth today, so is it My Obligation
and Privilege to sustain His Work. Through My Being, as you no doubt have heard the
previous Messengers say, pour forth the diversified Activities of the Currents of Energy to
the Earth, including Nature. Will you understand that? As the way has been prepared for
Me to speak directly to you in this manner, I Come to Give you the Courage and Strength
to Know that your Victory must be very certain.
Once again, steadily and surely there will be dissolved from the feeling world of mankind
and the atmosphere of Earth, all the accumulation which has been charged with human,
discordant qualities. All this shall now be rapidly dissolved and consumed. Through My
Observation, it seems to Me not all who shall read this are realizing the fullness of what
the Consuming Activity means for humanity. Let Me give you a clearer Feeling of what it
means to you in every expression of your activity.
Whatever is consumed by your Call to the ‘I AM’ Presence, is forever erased from mankind
and the Earth! These Activities have never been given to help the people, until Saint
Germain brought this Work forth. They repelled things if the Light were strong within

them; but nothing was ever consumed, because the consuming idea and understanding
was not there.
Today, let Me make it clear to you that in entering the Conscious Pathway of Light, you
have to assert the Dominion, which is yours, which has not fully been understood before
and definitely, not claimed. You are the Decreer for your world; and when you enter the
Conscious Pathway of Light you are compelled, not by anyone, but by the Light of your
Being, the Light of your own ‘I AM’ Presence, to make your own Conscious Application. I
ask you earnestly never to tire, never to lose your enthusiasm in your Application. Reach
to the Light for your Freedom!
There is nothing which can stand against your determination, when you remember that
whatever quality is acting constructively in your thought and feeling world is the Power of
your ‘I AM’ Presence called forth. Remember that! It is not anything of your outer self! If
you will comprehend this, you will see how the Power which you call forth in your Decrees
is Infinite! It is limitless and All-powerful in Its Protective Activity for you. Therefore, you
cannot fail in anything you earnestly call forth from your ‘I AM’ Presence.
So, I tell you Dear One’s, The Elemental Grace Alliance’s Work has not yet begun, you are
still within the pangs and pains of the preparational Work. However, you are on the
Ground and you are holding your own within the Great Silence, albeit, still coming to terms
with the Responsibilities and getting to Know where your Combined Forcefield is heading!
It is time for you to forge forward with the Plan that has been given you, and it shall be
your determined and concentrated effort upon your Decrees and Invocations, that will
support every Action that you shall engage. That is, the work in building your Radiations
Centres, the continued Magnetization of many new Brothers and Sisters to join you in your
Combined Goals, to fulfil all the requirements of fulfilling the Proposals yet to be Engaged
and the Support and Guidance of the New Children!
Today, the imperative need of mankind and among Disciples and Initiates everywhere,
according to My Observation, is the feeling of Infinite Power acting in their Call to the ‘I
AM’ Presence. Feel that It does release the Self-luminous, Intelligent Substance, which is
All-powerful in Itself: and when called forth, It moves into action. The human cannot
obstruct Its Way. It does not matter how drastic has been the discord, how tragic the

accumulation. It has nothing whatever to do with this Light! The Light moves forth and
dissolves everything before It! This is why the Messengers felt the Power of that one
Decree: “The Limitless Legions of Light now move across the face of the Earth, and all
human darkness disappears!” It is actually, literally, physically, and practically the Truth.
You can realize now with a greater fullness what this means. In all the centuries past there
have been civilizations of which rarely more than twenty-five percent came to this Great
Height of Understanding; but the mass of mankind, having Free Will, would not accept It.
Therefore, We just had to take Our Hands off. Does it not seem incredible?
It is incredible, but now everything is changing and hands off is not an option any longer.
It is all Hands-on Deck from now on! Such is the Glory of YOUR Privilege and use of the
Light, for in the Fullness of Its Power you have your Victory. Dear People, notice, you have
your Victory! Please remember that! You are not attaining, you have your Victory, I tell
you! Will you not accept that? Live in it! Be it, until the full Power of this conviction flows
into your being and out into your world, producing the results you require.
‘I AM’ The Lord Maha Chohan

